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Dear students,

We are happy to present you with this logbook for Internal Medicine. It describes all the practical
experiences you should complete and all the skills you should acquire during this term. This is to
ensure that you are ideally prepared for the third part of your Medical Licensing examination at the
end of your Practical Year and to help you identify and close any gaps in your theoretical and
practical knowledge base. We are also trying to prepare you for the responsibilities you will be
carrying in your later professional life early on.
You should use this logbook to document your personal learning progress, and get feedback from
your responsible supervisor on a regular basis. It is important that you take the initiative and request
assistance in learning from the on-call doctors if you have found gaps in your knowledge.
A mentor will be there for all the questions and problems you might encounter during this term. He
or she will also be responsible for supervising your learning progress.
Please make sure to complete this logbook as requested and to have doctors sign for the skills you
have acquired, as this logbook will be collected, checked and evaluated by us.
We are always grateful for constructive feedback to help us improve these logbooks and our teaching
goals and would therefore be grateful if you could complete the evaluation at the end. Thank you in
advance for helping us improve the organization of the practical year for future generations of
students.
We wish you an enjoyable and productive term in Internal Medicine!

Prof. Dr. med. Martin Fischer

PD Dr. med. Matthias
Angstwurm

Dr. med. Miriam Gisi

Dean of Clinical Medicine at LMU

Course Instructor of the
Practical Year at LMU

Practical Year Coordinator
at LMU
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PART 1: GENERAL INFORMATION
CONTACTS / INFORMATION
Important information concerning the organization and procedures during your practical year can be
found on the website of the Dean of the Medical Faculty:
www.mecum.med.uni-muenchen.de
We have consciously decided against listing all the rules and regulations, as this information is
always available in its' most recent form online and we wanted to place the emphasis on the more
substantial details.
If you have any questions regarding the organization of your practical year, please contact the dean's
office, they will gladly help you. If you have any questions concerning the contents, please contact
either your term supervisor or Dr. Gisi or PD Dr. Angstwurm:

Dr. med. Miriam Gisi
Practical Year Coordinator of the LMU
PJ_Koordination@med.uni-muenchen.de
Tel: 004989/4400-52415

PD Dr. med. Matthias Angstwurm
Course Instructor of the Practical Year at the
LMU
Matthias.Angstwurm@med.uni-muenchen.de
Tel: 004989/4400-52207

VACCINES
For the protection of you and your patients you should have sufficient immunity against mumps,
measles, rubella, diphtheria, chicken pox und pertussis. For your own protection you should be
vaccinated against Hepatitis B and if possible Hepatitis A.
Please make sure you fulfill the requirements of the foreign medical faculty concerning health
certificates.

STAYS ABROAD
You are required to complete this logbook even if you are out of Germany. Please note exactly where
you are completing your term on the corresponding pages in this logbook. If you are completing
your entire term or the last part of your term outside of Germany, then you will need to turn this
logbook to the central PJ-coordination, Pettenkoferstraße 8a (Room D0.48) personally after
completing and receiving all the required paperwork. If you are turning your logbook in at one of the
clinics or teaching hospitals affiliated with the LMU, this logbook will be sent to the central PJcoordination by the clinic.
If you are completing this term in multiple locations you are permitted to use this logbook in both
locations, as long as you have the permission of the corresponding clinics.

LOGBOOK AS A FOUNDATION FOR LETTERS OF REFERENCE
If you are planning to ask for letters of reference at the end of your term in internal medicine please
inform the department secretary before handing in your logbook. This will allow the department to
make a copy of your logbook to serve as a basis for the letter of recommendation. If you have
completed additional optional learning experiences such as night or weekend call duty please note
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this section 3 of your logbook under “Optional learning experiences” with the date and signature of
your supervisor so that these experiences can be included in your letter of reference.
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EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES
Depending on where you are completing your term you may find various possibilities to further your
medical education. At least once a week there should be a specific lecture or seminar for students.
Please make sure you inform yourself in advance via the internet or in the hospital about the
available programs.
It may also be possible for you to make your own contribution to these educational activities and
benefit from "learning by teaching". For example you might be able to present your own patient or
research your own topic. Student presentations will be followed by a discussion led by the
responsible lecturer. A list of suggested topics may be found in part 2 of this logbook.

„TESTING” IN YOUR PRACTICAL YEAR
Every clinic should, if possible, offer voluntary oral assessment for students, in order to prepare you
for the oral-practical examination at the end of your practical year. There is no danger of failing such
a voluntary oral assessment. Please make sure to inform yourself of the possibilities available at your
clinic. Ideally you should have the possibility of taking a trial examination. In this trial examination a
lecturer will assign you a patient and ask you to perform a history and physical examination. You will
then be asked to write a short summary of the case. At the end of the allotted time the examiner will
provide feedback on your case report and ask you a series of questions about the case to simulate an
oral examination.
You might like to use the last appointment with your mentor fur such a trial examination, make sure
to ask him or her about this in advance.

INSTRUCTION MANUAL FOR THIS LOGBOOK
Ideally you would carry your logbook with you and continuously document your progress (print-out
in DIN A5!). Please evaluate your skills at the beginning of the term and fill in the corresponding
column. After you have completed approximately half of your term and at the end of your term you
will need your mentor or an attending to document your progress and then sign and stamp
appropriately.
The levels of competence in the right side of the table may be surpassed depending on the
possibilities and the willingness to teach of the responsible doctors. Theoretically your total score
may therefore be above 100%.
At all university and teaching hospitals the completion of this logbook is a requirement for
obtaining the certificate for this term. Please make sure to tear out, complete and hand in the
evaluation at the end of this logbook. It can be handed in together with the logbook to the
central PJ-coordination at the Poliklinik (Pettenkoferstr. 8a) in room D0.48. There is a mailbox
into which you can simply drop off the evaluation. Thank you for your help with this!
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MENTORING TALKS
One of the doctors should become your individual mentor for questions and problems which may
arise during your term at the hospital. Please make sure to contact your mentor personally to ensure
that he or she is able to mentor you during the term. Your mentor’s main responsibility will be to
support your education and to help you find opportunities complete all of the skills requested in this
logbook. Once a month you should have a "Mentoring talk" to track your progress and to make sure
it is possible for you to fulfill all the goals you have set for yourself in this term.

My mentor:
First talk:

___________________________________________________________________________

Date and signature of your mentor

Second talk:

___________________________________________________________________________

Date and signature of your mentor

Final talk (and possibly trial examination):

___________________________________________________________________________

Date and signature of your mentor
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PART 2: EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES
GENERAL OBJECTIVES
- To develop the ability to independently care for individual patients under the supervision of medical
teaching staff - to show accountability to the patient and your the colleagues
- To develop practical skills in the context of the relevant theoretical knowledge
- To further develop communicative, social and emotional skills
- To integrate relevant differential diagnoses in your daily routine
- To develop problem-oriented approaches
- To learn to establish a clinically founded working diagnosis
- To independently establish an appropriate treatment plan

PERSONAL OBJECTIVES
Please define your personal educational objectives for this term in the following table:
Personal objective

fulfilled 
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DEFINING THE LEVELS OF COMPETENCE
The varying levels of competence are defined as follows:
Level 1: Factual knowledge (1 point)
The student has theoretical knowledge relevant to the medical procedure.
Level 2: Practical knowledge (2 points)
The student has seen the medical procedure being done, either on a patient or during a
demonstration. He or she should be able to elaborate on some facts concerning this procedure and
be able to place it into its clinical and/or scientific context.
Level 3: Competence to act under supervision (3 points)
The student has completed the procedure him/herself under supervision, either on a patient or in
a simulation on a model.
Level 4: Competence to act autonomously (4 points)
The student has completed the medical procedure independently and in an appropriate situation,
with appropriate knowledge of the indication(s) and possible complications/consequences.

NÚMERO MÍNIMO DE ACTIVIDADES DETERMINADAS

Actividades

Hecho 

Escribir mínimo 16 cartas médicas/ historias clínicas
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VIRTUDES PRÁCTICAS

La columna „Principio del tercial“ se trata de una
autoevaluación del estudiante con puntos 1-4 (de a
cuerdo con la propia virtud). Las otras columnas
tienen que ser confirmadas por el mentor o médico
adjunto con su firma.

Principio
de tercial

Después
de mitad
de tercial

Final
del
tercial

Meta

Actividades generales médicas
Lengua adecuada en la conversación con pacientes y
parientes

4

Anamnesis estructurada

4

Examinación física estructurada (incl. neurologica)

4

Trato con pacientes aislados (hygiene)

4

Presentar un pacinte incl. diagnosis diferencial y
propuesta para la terapia

4

Dirigir la visita médica de propios pacientes

3

Mantener conversaciones sobre examenes, terapias,
diagnosis

2

Escribir historias clínicas

4

Habilidades prácticas
Extracción de sangr venosa y vias venosas periféricas

4

Punción arterial

3

Trato con sistemas implantables de accezo venoso
(PORT)/ catéter central venoso

3

Manejar bombas de infusión/ perfusores

3

Determinación de azucar en la sangre

3

Transfusión de sangre, bedside-test

2

Dominar simples monitores de signos vitales/ conectar
al paciente al monitor

3

Principios básicos de la terapia de emergencia (CPR)

2

Punción de la pleura/ de ascites

2

Verificar la muerte de un paciente, levantamiento de
cadáver, certificado de muerte

1
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Principio
de tercial

Después
de mitad
de tercial

Final
del
tercial

Meta

Diagnóstico
Realizar un electrocardiograma (ECG) y evaluarlo

4

Interpretación de una prueba de función respiratoria y
análisis de gases de sangre

4

Describir una radiografía toracica

3

Solicitud racional de un análisis de sangre e
interpretarlo

3

Diagnósico endoscópico:
Bronchoscopía/Gastroscopía/Coloscopía

2

Ecografía inc. doppler

2

Ecocardiografía/ cateterismo cardíaco/ergometría

2

Biopsias de oórganos: Biopsia del hígado/ riñón/
médula osea

2

Gestión empresarial de la unidad
Gestión empresarial de la unidad/ importe monetario
por paciante

2

Management al dar de alta

2

Suma de todas las columnas

81

Puntos mínimos:

75

Suma de los puntos después de 8 semanas:
Fecha/firma:

Suma de los puntos al final del tercial:
Fecha/firma:
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CARE OF YOUR OWN PATIENTS
One of the main learning aspects during your practical year should be the care of your own patients,
after you have a sufficient knowledge base to do so. This must be done under the supervision of a
doctor, who will be your contact concerning questions and problems you might have with this
patient. You should take the patient history, conduct a physical examination, make an appropriate
diagnosis, recommend therapeutic options and write the discharge letter. Furthermore you should
round on your patient daily and monitor his or her course of illness.
Survey of your patients:

Iniciales del paciente

Diagnosis

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
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Firma del médico (de la
unidad)

PRACTICAL YEAR SEMINAR TOPICS
Suggestions:
Coronary insufficiency, myocardial infarction
cardiac arrhythmia
Congenital and acquired cardiac defects

Kardio I
Kardio II

Hypertension and associated diseases

Kardio III

Poisoning, acute gastrointestinal bleed and
ulcers, acute pancreatitis, colon carcinoma
Diabetes Mellitus

Gastroenterology
Endocrinology I

M. Cushing, M. Addison, thyroid disease,
functional diagnostics
Renal failure (acute and chronic), dialysis

Endocrinology II
Nephrology

Diagnostics of acute and chronic diseases

Hepatology

Pneumonia, tuberculosis, pulmonary function
test
Interstitial diseases, cor pulmonale

Pneumology I
Pneumology II

Diagnostics and therapy of leucosis

Haematology I

Haemostasis, anticoagulation, fibrinolysis,
anaemia
Connective tissue disease (CTD), systemic
diseases
Antibiotics

Haematology I
Rheumatology
Immunology I

Sepsis

Immunology II
Internal medicine emergencies
If needed other topics may be added to this list.

Your presentations concerning the practical year seminars (optional):

Date

Topic
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Lecturer`s signature

PART 3: ADDITIONAL
OPTIONAL LEARNING EXPERIENCES
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EVALUATION FORMS

In the following pages you will find a form for comments as well as a structured evaluation form for
you to fill out. Please be honest when describing your knowledge and competence. This evaluation
does not impact your grade or completion of the term.
Please separate the evaluation form and submit completed forms to Dr. med. Patricia Raes in the
Poliklinik (Pettenkoferstraße 8a) in ZeUS (Room D0.48). There is a drop box for submitting the
forms.
Thank you!
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ANMERKUNGEN / VERBESSERUNGSVORSCHLÄGE
Ich leiste dieses Tertial ab an: der Uniklinik / einem Lehrkrankenhaus
Tertial im Fach: Innere Medizin / Chirurgie / Wahlfach

Tertial-Nr.: 1. / 2. / 3.

Ableistung im Ausland: Nein / Teilweise / Komplett

PJ-Stelle: 100% / 75% / 50%
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Postal address for turning in logbooks:
Klinikum der Universität München, Med. Poliklinik
PJ-Koordination (Raum D0.48 im ZeUS)
Pettenkoferstraße 8a
80336 München

Imprint:
Prof. Dr. med. Martin Fischer
PD Dr. med. Matthias Angstwurm
Dr. med. Miriam Gisi
Translation: Gabriele Illes / Lisa Hönikl. Special thanks also to Dr. med. Amanda Tufman.
Spanish Translation: Carolina Marx

2. Edition in Spanish, 2017

We give thanks to our colleagues at the Hospital Großhadern for their help and support in designing
the logbooks.
The educational contents of this logbook are without any claim to completeness.
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